Use Case

Virtual Reality
Training to Enhance
Safety and Profits
Interactive virtual environments
can improve the effectiveness of
training programs and reduce costs,
particularly for businesses operating
in hazardous or high-turnover
industries.

Use Case

Challenge
Businesses operating in hazardous or high-risk environments face daunting
challenges when it comes to training. Creating a scenario to prepare workers
to respond to a hazardous chemical spill, for example, is costly and potentially
dangerous. Relying solely on classroom instruction and foregoing hands-on
training, meanwhile, can leave workers unprepared for real-world events. For
other businesses, cost and impact on the bottom line are primary concerns.
Fast food restaurants must train all employees in safe food-handling practices.
But given the high rate of turnover in the industry, investments in training often
yield minimal return.

Solution
Virtual Reality (VR) applications can create realistic, engaging and effective learning
environments for a wide range of business needs. In hazardous settings, VR tools
support a transition from passive learning through videos and text instructions to
an immersive, highly engaging reproduction of a real environment. For fast-food
restaurants, VR can create a kitchen environment to provide genuine hands-on
learning of how to access, prepare and store food properly and safely in a costeffective manner – without wasting food.

Use Case

Benefits
Benefits of VR training for high-risk and high-turnover environments include:
> More efficient memory retention than standard classroom training
> Cost-efficient approach to realistically create environments, with no wasted
materials or supplies
> Ability to capture performance data on how trainees execute tasks in a virtual
environment
> Applications can be integrated with existing learning solutions, such as
Learning Management Systems (LMS)
> Instructors can oversee multiple devices and monitor trainee progress from a
single dashboard
> Solutions are scalable, as instructors can conduct engaging, group-based VR
experiences
> Personnel can access and participate in the same VR training environment,
enabling an instructor to conduct training sessions within the VR experience;
learners, meanwhile, can either be in the same location or access remotely
By improving the quality of training programs, VR-enabled instruction could have
a significant impact on business success. A recent survey by LinkedIn found that
90% of business leaders believe learning and design programs are key to closing
skill gaps. However, only 8% of CEOs surveyed saw a business impact from L&D
programs, and only 4% saw a clear ROI. Can VR make a difference?

